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too much.

I think one other thing erhas ought to be added and that Is art from this question of

the time when man was created, t understand - I haven't worked. in this field at all but I've

been informed by those who seem to know - that if you take the fossils of man, take the early

forms of man that have been found and date them according to geology and arrange. these early

men in these different forms, you find that the earliest ones are very, very similar to man

as he s on the earth today and that the ones that seem to be quite different than ordinary

men in the world today are late rather than early. And this looks very much against any

theory of evolution. It looks as if man, as long as he's been on the earth, has been oretty

near the same as he is today. And a a matter of fact if you would take the unusual types

of men that have been found, that there've been a few bones found of them, and If you take

away the imagination, of the artist of the kind of hair that he puts on thorn and all b.bat

sort of thing in the oictree they draw, and just take the actual bones as they are found

there, you probably would find unusual neopla an the earth today who aren't so very dissim

ilar from it - because there is considerable variety among men on the earth today. But there

is no T,rogression in the 'forms of'an that is found fromthose auite different from present

to the same. But the ones that are different are late rather than early.

I think we'll have to open it un for discussion if there's no more from the oanel - and re

member gentlemen we are limiting those cuestiong to these five points. "Now these men are

-ore-oared on these five points and we are not going to answer questions which go beyond these

five points. So if you would like to s.ak a auestion we want it within these five points and

will try to answer your question. Direct them to the 'panel and we'll try to answer them.

(question from the audience not loud enough to be intelligible on Soundecriber)

few remains that were dug up. I would say in many of the cages now I'm trying to think

of the one recently. Another Neanderthal Man,somewhere in the vicinity of Iraq, was dug up

and practically all of the skull was complete. There was some evidence that the individual

had suffered from the falling of the ceiling of the cave in which he was found. But evidently
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